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Finding the perfect fit is challenging. There are many things to consider and size differences that need a bit of research to fit the right sizes. To help you decide on the ideal shoe size for your feet, we have come up with a chart transforming the size of UK shoes for most countries and regions such as the
UK, EU, Asia and Mexico. Here you will find everything you need to know to help you make shoe size conversion easier. I want to convert: International Shoe Size Conversion (US, UK, EU, MX, JP) UKEUUS Women'sUS Men'sMX (cm)JP (cm) 03220.51919 0.532.52.5119.519.5 13331.52020
1.533.53.5220.520.5 23442.52121 2.534.54.5321.521.5 33553.52222 3.535.55.5422.522.5 436.564.52323 4.5376.5523.523.5 537.575.52424 5.5387.5624.524.5 63986.52525 6.539.58.5725.525.5 74097.52626 7.540.59.5826.526.5 841.5108.52727 8.541.510.5927.527.5 942.5119.52828
9.543.511.51028.528.5 10441210.52929 10.544.512.51129.529.5 1145.51311.53030 11.54613.51230.530.5 1246.51412.53131 12.54714.51331.531.5 1347.51513.53232 13.548.515.51432.532.5 14491614.53333 14.549.516.51533.533.5 15501715.53434 International shoe size conversion: Above,
we've put together a helpful converter chart which will help you convert your shoe size from UK to EU sizes, UK to US sizes, and many more useful sizes standards worldwide to make it easier to convert from one size to the other. EU sizes - European sizes/euro sizes are used throughout Europe including
France, Italy, Germany, Sweden etc. Italian shoe sizes, French shoe sizes and German shoe sizes are all unified as Euro shoe sizes. Amazon Bestseller - Buy on AmazonCrocs Unisex Adult Classic Clogs, Brown (Chocolate), 5 UK Men/6 UK Women Let's UK size 6.5, for example. Following this graph,
we see that the size of the UK 6.5 is a size 7 in the US and the euro size 39.5. International Shoe Size Transformation Chart We also noted the length of each size in both inches, centimeters and millimeters to make sure you can convert any shoe size quickly and easily, even just by simply using the
length of your foot. By measuring your leg and using the chart above, you can easily to give in size right for you, even shopping for non-UK shoe sizes. UK US Shoe Size UKUS Women 020.5 0.52.51 131.5 1.53.52 242.5 2.54.53 353.5 3,555.54 464.5 4.556.55 575.5 5.57.56 686.5 6.58.57 797.5 7.59.58
8108.5 8.510.59 9119.5 9.5 9.5. 511.510 101210.5 10.512.511 111311.5 11.513.512 121412.5 12.514.513 131513.513.5 The size of UK footwear is actually surprisingly close to the size of US footwear, and usually the size difference for men is only about 0.5 sizes and 2 for female sizes. So the size THE
US women's 9, matches the UK size 7 and the US men's shoe size 10.5 in the UK men's shoe size 10. The size of the UK starts with a size 0 to a size 15, with a half the size offered between each size. U.S. size starts at 0.5 for men, so far And for women, it starts from a size 2 overall to a size 17.
However, some manufacturers and companies do things differently, so be sure to consult with these UK US chart sized shoes when you are shopping for shoes. US-uk shoe size Looking to do the opposite? Simply add 0.5 to your existing men's UK size and add two to the UK size of your women to get
your US size doubles. The US men's size 6, for example, is the UK 5.5 and the us size 6 UK female size 8. You can also use this graph to convert from US shoe sizes to UK shoe sizes: UKUS Women 020.5 0.52.51 131.5 1.53.52 242.5 2.54.53 353.5 3.5 3.555.54 464.5 4.56.55 575.5 5.56 686.5 6.57
797.5 7.59.58 8108.5 5 8108.5 5 8108.5 5 5 8108.5 8.510.59 9119.5 9.511.510 101210.5 10.512.511 11131.5 11.513.512 12141 2 .5 12.514.513 131513.5 13.515.514 141614.515 151715.5 More information about UK shoe size conversion in the US. Eu to UK Shoe Sizes are used throughout Europe
including France, Italy, Germany, Sweden etc. Italian shoe sizes, French shoe sizes and German shoe sizes are all unified as Euro shoe sizes. UKEUFoot Length (Inches)Foot Length (cm) 0327 2 ⁄ 319.4 0.532.57 5 ⁄ 619.8 133820.3 1.533.58 1 ⁄ 620.7 2348 1 ⁄ 321.1 2.534.58 1 ⁄ 221.5 3358 2 ⁄ 322.0
3.535.58 5 ⁄ 622.4 436.5922.8 4.5379 1 ⁄ 623.2 537.59 1 ⁄ 323.7 5.5389 1 ⁄ 224.1 6399 2 ⁄ 324.5 6.539.59 5 ⁄ 624.9 7401025.4 7.540.510 1 ⁄ 625.8 841.510 1 ⁄ 326.2 8.541.510 1 ⁄ 226.6 942.510 2 ⁄ 327.0 9.543.510 5 ⁄ 627.5 10441127.9 10.544.511 1 ⁄ 628.3 1145.511 1 ⁄ 328.7 11.54611 1 ⁄ 229.2 1246.511
2 ⁄ 329.6 12.54711 5 ⁄ 630.0 1347.51230.4 13.548.512 1 ⁄ 630.9 144912 1 ⁄ 331.3 14.549.512 1 ⁄ 231.7 155012 2 ⁄ 332.1 Европейские размеры обуви измеряются в сантиметрах так же, как размеры Великобритании, хотя, это число не соответствует непосредственно размеру обуви - размер 32
ЕС, например, не будет 32 сантиметров в длину, но, по сути will be about 19.4 centimeters or 7 2/3 inches long. To easily convert the size of EU shoes in the UK size, simply add 32 to the existing size of the UK. Let's say the size of the UK 3 is es size 35. In the same way, to convert the size of the EU
into the size of the UK, just subtract 32 to the size of the EU to get the equivalent of the size of the UK. You can also consult the chart above to make sure you are doing the conversion properly. ⯈ See this chart for more European shoe &amp; clothes sizes UK to Asian Shoe Sizes UKJP (cm)CNKP
(mm)IndiaAU 0193219000 0.519.532.51950.50.5 1203320011 1.520.533.52051.51.5 2213421022 2.521.534.52152.52.5 3223522033 3.522.535.52253.53.5 42336.523044 4.523.5372354.54.5 52437.524055 5.524.5382455.55.5 6253925066 7264026077 7.526.540.52657.57.5 82741.527088
8.527.541.52758.58.5 92842.528099 9.528.543.52859.59.5 1029442901010 10.529.544.529510.510.5 113045.53001111 11.530.54630511.511.5 123146.53101212 12.531.54731512.512.5 133247.53201313 133247.53201313 1433493301414 14.533.549.533514.514.514.5 1534034015 Above chart
will help you transform your shoe size into different Asian shoe sizes. It is important to note that Japan, Korea, China and other Asian countries use different sizes, so there is no universal Asian standard to follow. Make sure to consult with this chart to make sure you choose the right shoe size for you. ⯈
see this chart for more Asian shoe and clothing sizes How shoes size conversion work? How does shoe-size conversion work? Men for women the size of shoes and women for men and women shoe sizes are identical in the UK. You may need to check the style and design to determine whether the
shoes are for men or women. ⯈ See this chart for more women's shoes and clothing sizes ⯈ See this chart for more men's footwear and clothing sizes UKFoot length (inches) 07 2 ⁄ 3 0.57 5 ⁄ 6 18 1.58 1.58 1.58 1 ⁄ 6 28 1 ⁄ 3 2.58 11 ⁄1 <2> 2 38 2 ⁄ 3.58 5 ⁄ 6 49 4.59 1 ⁄ 6 59 1 ⁄ 3 5.59 1 ⁄ 2 69 2 ⁄ 3 6.59 5 ⁄ 6
710 7.510 0 ⁄ 6 81 0 1 ⁄ 3 8.510 1 ⁄ 2 910 2 ⁄ 3 9.510 5 ⁄ 6 1011 10.511 1 ⁄ 1 ⁄ 6 1111 1 ⁄ 3 111.51 11 ⁄ ⁄ 2 1211 2 ⁄ 3 12.511 5 ⁄ 6 1312 13 .512 1 ⁄ 6 1412 1 ⁄ 3 14.512 1 ⁄ 2 1512 2 ⁄ 3 Foot length is the most important shoe size. The length and width of the leg will determine which size is best for you. If a man
has a leg length, such as 8 inches, he probably wears a UK size 1 men's shoe. The size of the UK shoe starts at a size 0, which measures 7 2/3 inches (19.4 cm), it goes up to a size 15, which measures 12 2/3 inches (32.1 cm). To make sure you get the right shoe size, measure your feet and use the
above chart to convert the length of your feet into your shoe size. LENGTH (see) UKFoot 019.4 0.519.8 120.3 1.520.7 221.1 2.521.5 322.0 3.522.4 4 4 4 422.8 4,523.2 523.7 5,524.1 624.5 6,524.9 725.4 7,525.8 826,826.. 6 2 8.526.6 927.0 9.527.5 1027.9 10.528.3 1128.7 11.529.2 1229.. 6 12.530.0
1330.4 13.530.9 1431.3 14.531.7 1532.1 Need help in converting leg length into cm on UK shoe size? If you measure in centimeters, this above chart will help you determine the proper size, based on your foot measurements. The UK sizes are based on centimetre measurements with a difference of
0.4cm to 0.5cm each size. Give it a try now and use the chart above to make sure you are wearing shoes that fit properly! The Shoe Size Converter Calculator This shoe size calculator and converter will tell you the correct shoe size based on your foot measurements. Take a look now to check whether
you are wearing the right size for your feet. How to measure your shoe size How to measure shoe size to know your shoe size, just measure the length of your feet and use the chart we below as a guide. It's so simple, but you have to remember that this is only a general guide chart the size of the shoe,
the sizes can come in different ways depending on the shoe manufacturer, the country of origin and the style of footwear Total. Use this guide with caution, it's even better to check the size of the shoe brand chart. Do you have eyes on a new pair of red heels? Or maybe a new pair of handy moccasins?
Luckily for you, we have created this women's shoe size chart for the US, UK, EU, AUS and India shoe sizes. Also, check out our tips and tricks below the chart when buying women's shoes and heels! Chart the size of women's shoes for the US, UK, EU, AUS and India �
� USA UK EU AUS India 423042 4.52.5354.5.5 5 5335-653 5.5365.5 6436-376 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 376 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 6.54.5376.54.5 7537-3875 7.55.5387.5 8638-3986 8.56.5398.5 9739-4097 2 9.9.5 57.5409.57.5
10840-41108 10.58.54110.5 11941-4219 11.59.54211.5 12042-43 11210 1310.5451310.5 141146.51411 1513481513 1614491614 1715501715 For more women's shoe size and information, check out this helpful wikipedia post. As properly fit heels for your feet, using this female size shoe chart for
those who have tried high heels before, you know how hard/painful it can be. Sometimes we try to challenge physics and twist our feet into a vessel that just won't budge. Think about it, it's very similar to a cat setup in almost impossible looking areas. 1. Try measuring your feet in the store, if not, at home:
When looking for perfectly equipped high heels, we recommend heading to a store where you can properly fit your feet with the Brannock device. This is primarily because high heels have less tolerance compared to a standard pair of shoes or boots. If you can't get to the store we recommend measuring
both feet of the house with heels butted against the wall. You can easily measure your feet with a sheet of paper underneath while tracking around both legs. If one leg is bigger than the other, you should use the largest measurement as a size reference. 2. Try on the heels and provide the clasps: Next to
try the heels that you want and feel for any pain points, tightness or looseness. If high heels feel too tight or loose, try a different size or shoe brand. 3. Stand up in high heels: Once you have found a pair of heels that fit tightly, then you want to stand in them and see if your heels rub against the back of
your heel. Also, see if your feet or side of your feet stick out. Using a mirror at a small angle can help in this process. If there is any overflow, you may still have to try on a different size/style. 4. View heel area: One of the last things to check to feel/look if the heel of the foot is rubbing against the back heel.
Ideally, you should have a 3/4 cm - 1 cm gap to ensure movement and swelling of the feet during the day/night. This gab will also prevent blisters or sores. 5. Walk on your heels: Finally, take your heels for a walk around the store. Ideally, there should be no discomfort at an early stage walk on his heels.
If you have done the above steps correctly, now you should have some very well-fitting and good high heels look! Hopefully, this woman's shoe size figure was helpful for you and buying your next pair of shoes. If we missed anything in this article, or if you want to add your own tips and tricks, please add
them below! Below!
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